The Colors of Jazz

901 Jazz Ensemble
Sam Shoup, director

Southern Comfort Jazz Orchestra
Jack Cooper, director

October 4, 2022
7:30 PM, Harris Concert Hall

901 Jazz Ensemble
Sam Shoup, director

Program to be chosen from:

Cottontail – Duke Ellington, arr. Mark Taylor

Walkin’ Shoes – Gerry Mulligan, arr. Marty Paich

A Ballad – Gerry Mulligan, arr. Roger Neumann

Hey Pocky Way – Nocantelli/Porter/Modeliste/Neville, arr. Eric Richards
Southern Comfort Jazz Orchestra
Jack Cooper, director

Program to be chosen from:

Hav-A-Havana – Bill Holman

Dearly Beloved (instr) – Mercer/Kern, arr. Richie DeRosa

Randi – Phil Woods

Mr. Earl Goes Hawg Wild – Jack Cooper

The Quintessence – Quincy Jones, arr. Sammy Nestico

Dearly Beloved (vocal) – Mercer/Kern, arr. Richie DeRosa

Let Me Count The Ways – Jonas Schoen

Orange Colored Sky – Delugg/Stein, arr. Pete Rugolo

Too Close For Comfort – Bock/Weiss/Holofcener, arr. Bill Holman

901 Jazz Ensemble
Sam Shoup, director

Saxes – Kenneth Reed, Jah Sims, Andrew Stine
Trombones – Colin Wood, Val Huggins
Trumpets – Jacob Turner, Logan Pack
Piano – Casey Flipping, Diego Parra
Guitar – Dylan McFarland, Roberto Cantu
Bass – Caleb Crouch
Drums – Bry Hart, Matthew Sweatt
Southern Comfort Jazz Orchestra
Jack Cooper, director

Saxophone/woodwinds – Sam Lumsden, Becca Tank, Eli Wyatt, Franko Coleman, Alex Schrempf

Trumpet – Alex Schuetrumpf, Tyler Helms, Yiming Zhang, Lacey Peschel

Trombone – Gus Gradbury, Jesse Coppick, Nathan Hiers, Jasmine Lockwood

Featured vocalists: Evann Velasquez, Sirlatimore Wilson

Guitar – Jacob Loreant
Piano – Tahja Belin
Bass – Liam O’Dell, Logan Clark
Drums – Jacob Bross, Miles Norwood